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Introduction
It’s time to think bigger about Black Friday and Cyber Monday.
With Black Friday just around the corner and a seismic shift in online shopping
behaviour over the past couple of years, it's crucial for brands to plan and implement
the biggest and best Black Friday.
In recent years, Black Friday has grown into one of the biggest shopping moments in
the world. With the addition of Cyber Monday and Small Business Saturday, Black
Friday is lengthening its stride – taking us from Thanksgiving right into the holiday
season. The hype extended to an entire month in 2020 – and it looks like 2021’s going
to follow suit.
While we may be past the peak of the pandemic (fingers crossed), the shop-fromhome trend’s still going strong. Blackfriday.com predicts that online Black Friday sales
will hit $17 billion this year – up from $14.13 billion in 2020, and $11.9 billion in 2019.
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Key Statistics

According to McKinsey & Company's 2021 consumer trends
report, here are the top trends to watch out for. Now's the
perfect time to turn your Black Friday marketing ideas into a
fully-fledged strategy.

Trend 1

Trend 2

Holiday deal days are
becoming more important
globally; Black Friday is
now the most popular deal
day in France, Germany
and the UK.

Nearly a third of
shoppers say they will
start their holiday
shopping earlier
compared with last year.

Trend 3
40% of consumers tried
new brands during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Trend 4
Exceptional omnichannel experience is
critical for success as
shoppers are looking for
an effortless experience
wherever they are.

Trend 5
Mass retailers’ online
sales rose 93% in 2020
and e-commerce grew
three times more than
total sales in the same
period. Online retailers
have an even greater
opportunity for growth
this year.
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November, and more
specifically Black Friday
and Cyber Weekend,
can drive up to 50% of a
brand’s sales for the
whole year.
Which means it is even
more vital to get your
sales strategy right this
festive season.
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Winning shoppers across 3 phases of
Black Friday
Given that Black Friday was already established as the biggest annual
retail spike in previous years, what can we expect this year?
There are three major phases consumers experience during
Black Friday:

The Build Up

The Craze

The Last Call

Think with Google
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The 3 Phases of Black Friday
Stage 1: The Build Up
Black Friday research starts weeks before the
actual day in November, beginning in early
October as people start looking for deals. At this
stage, they are not tied to a specific brand or
product and are open to suggestions.

Stage 2: The Craze
During the two weeks leading up to and
including Black Friday, people begin to look
for more specific products and brands.

Stage 3: The Last Call
Consumers continue to look for trailing deals two
weeks after the actual day, hoping to take
advantage of steeper Black Friday discounts and
prepare for the upcoming holiday season.
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GOOGLE SEARCH TRENDS:
THE BUILD UP
Behaviour

Search trends

Weeks before the actual moment, search
queries show consumers expressing
curiosity about the Black Friday shopping
moment, particularly related to when it
occurs and when discounts begin.

Search interest for specifications of
technology products increases by 26%.

Overall, this is an intense research period
where consumers are not tied to any
specific products or brands yet, and they
are actively looking for reviews.

Key actionable
takeaways
Emphasise a content-rich experience
for consumers who are actively
researching and looking to buy
products weeks ahead of time.
Another important takeaway is to offer
teasers and early discounts to maintain
a presence early on that carries
through the entire shopping moment.

High ticket items
The top rising categories during this time
fall into a higher price point, such as
electronics and home and garden.
Queries at this phase are more generic
and less brand-focused.

Electronics

+36%

+19%

+14%

Home & Garden

+19%

+9%

Source: Think with Google
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GOOGLE SEARCH TRENDS:
THE CRAZE
Behaviour

Search trends

After reading reviews and comparing
product specifications, consumers will
actively start searching for specific
brands and products in the weeks before
Black Friday.

There is a sharp rise in searches for
retailers: 44%.

As such, interest shifts to purchases that
require less research and more brand
familiarity, with more specific
information-seeking behaviour.

People tend to search for specific
product reviews (11%).

Key actionable
takeaways

55% of Black Friday searches relate to
specific products and brands.

High ticket items
During this phase, popular categories
include electronics, beauty and personal
care, and apparel.

Given the more specific research at this
stage, actionable takeaways for
marketers include clear feature-rich
content, a seamless transactional
experience for consumers, and strongly
communicating the brands’ offers.

Electronics
Computers &
Gaming
(+20%)

Speakers &
Sound Systems
(+17%)

Televisions
(+12%)

Tablet PCs
(+11%)

Apparel

Beauty & Personal care
Sports &
Fitness Apparel
(+59%)

Footwear
(+34%)

Source: Think with Google

Clothing
(+14%)

Make-up
(+25%)

Perfumes
(+24%)

Skincare
(+10%)
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GOOGLE SEARCH TRENDS:
THE LAST CALL
Behaviour

Search trends

During the final stage, consumers
continue to search for last-minute offers
and deals two weeks after Black Friday.
However, this includes a return to more
generic search queries compared to the
weeks prior.

Search interest for 'Cyber Monday', a day
of discounts that typically falls on the
Monday after Black Friday, is still high
during the Last Call stage.

Key actionable
takeaways

High ticket items

Actionable takeaways during the final
stage include maintaining a presence for
consumers after Black Friday and offering
extended deals.

It is an opportunity to continue engaging
with shoppers after Black Friday.

Searches are mainly geared towards
gifts, such as toys and games.
This is largely due to the fact that the
‘last call’ stage leads up to the holiday
shopping season.

Prepare for the start of Black Friday season now
With the acceleration of digital adoption due to COVID-19 this year, the key is to provide
consumers with a seamless online experience around the pivotal retail moment of Black
Friday. This means maintaining a presence throughout the ten weeks of the three phases.
Be prepared for new baselines for online retail and consumer expectations.
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FLIXMEDIA
NETWORK
STATISTICS
COMPARING 2019 AND 2020
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Estimated revenue within Flixmedia's
1,600+ strong retailer network in 2020

£8 BILLION
(That's the GDP of Guinea!)

116% increase
from 2019
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Flixmedia's global retailer
network saw a 29%
increase in
visitors in 2020...

(That's more than the population of
South Africa!)

...due to changing shopper
behaviours and a surge in
online shopping
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BOOST IN INTERACTIONS
ACROSS FLIXMEDIA
PRODUCTS BETWEEN
2019 AND 2020 DURING
THE BLACK FRIDAY PERIOD

+22.4%

2020

2019
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Top-performing product categories
Across the Flixmedia network during Black Friday

Computers &
Gaming

Home
Entertainment

Computers and Gaming
products saw an incredible
86% increase in impressions
YoY, accelerated due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Appliances

Children's Toys

Mobile
Phones
Mobile Phones were the
biggest winner in 2020 in
terms of interactions with
a grand 69% increase
between 2019 and 2020.

Health & Beauty

Cameras

Children's Games
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TOP-PERFORMING
RETAILERS (2020)
During the Black Friday period

CURRYS
(DIXONS CARPHONE)
UK

1

NEWEGG
USA

EL CORTE INGLÉS

2 3
SPAIN
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RUSSIA

COSTCO WHOLESALE

EL CORTE INGLÉS

DNS

FNAC

UNIEURO

JB HIFI

USA

SPAIN

FRANCE

FRANCE

ITALY

AUSTRALIA

)0202( SRELIATER GNIMROFREP POT

CITILINK
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WHERE ARE SHOPPERS COMING FROM?
(2020)
TOP REFERRAL MEDIUMS

Search Engines
13.3%

Direct
26.9%

Social Media
2.9%

Retailer Internal
56%

Having an omni-channel strategy this Black Friday can help
supercharge conversions across your retail e-commerce channel
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WHICH DEVICES ARE SHOPPERS USING
DURING THE BLACK FRIDAY PERIOD?
TOP DEVICES BY IMPRESSIONS AND
ADD-TO-CART RATES
Tablet
0.8%

Smartphone
41.4%
Desktop
57.8%

Having content that caters to different devices from mobile to desktop is
critical. Whilst shoppers may explore and research products and deals on
their mobile devices, the typical shopper behaviour involves completing
purchase on a desktop.
Adding Augmented Reality content to help shoppers better visualise
products whilst keeping in sync with mobile behaviour and enriching
product pages with rich brand content is crucial to maximising sales.
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YENRUOJ REPPOHS EHT

1

2

Discovery

Awareness

4

3

Consideration

Evaluation

5

6

Decision

Retention

7

Advocacy

Appeal to consumers at every stage of the shopper journey this Black Friday by
enabling a Flixmedia product across the largest retailer network in the world
through the power of content syndication.
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What is content syndication?
Content syndication is the process of enriching your retailer pages with your branded
content. It is a strategy you can deploy to update critical product information to all
your retailers automatically and seamlessly. Content syndication enables your
content to reach a larger network of retailers, and a wide range of shoppers
automatically.
Flixmedia is a world-leading content syndication provider enriching retailers' product
pages with your beautiful brand content.

Flixmedia network
1,600+
Retailers

90+
Countries

Trusted by 100+ of the world's biggest brands to syndicate
their voice across the largest global retailer network.
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INpages
Entice shoppers and boost conversions with in-line product
experiences across your retail ecommerce channel.
Scroll
By simply scrolling through the product detail page on the retailer’s site your
shoppers can interact with rich brand INpages.

Explore
Let shoppers experience your influential brand voice, engage with stunning
product content and interact with 3D and Augmented Reality experiences.

Purchase
The result is an enhanced desktop and mobile shopper experience, impressive
cart conversion rates, and reduced returns thanks to better informed
purchases.

INpages garnered 14.5 million interactions across our retailer network in 2020,
showing the power of engaging rich media across product lines. A massive - 36%
increase from the previous year, concurrent with changes in shopper behaviour
during the pandemic.
Products that featured in-line rich media in the form of INpages saw an incredible
74% increase in Add-to-Carts in 2020 compared with 2019.
That is 4 million more Add-to-Carts, and we expect to see similar growth in 2021!
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Hotspots
Highlight features that matter through interactive hotspots.
Pulsating icons on product images house engaging and rich brand content. Entice
shopper interaction above the fold with relevant, informative product details and
stunning experiences to accelerate the decision-making process.
Hotspots saw a 25% increase in interactions between 2019 and 2020.
43% more products with Hotspots were seen in 2020, compared to 2019, showing
their popularity and strength in engaging audiences.
Use text, rich images, reviews and videos to showcase relevant and crucial product
information when it matters most. These engaging experiences are the key to turning
browsers into buyers, especially during Black Friday.
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MiniSites
If you have a product that needs extra information for the
shopper to consider, MiniSites are an engaging and interactive
way to deliver rich media content.
Deliver brand messages directly to the shopper in the form of videos, features,
product tours, or all together in your brand pop-up.
In 2020, products using MiniSites saw over 17.5 million impressions across our retailer
network (that's more than the population of The Netherlands!)
This led to over 1.2 million Add-to-Carts during the same time period, clearly
showcasing how important it can be for your brand to addinteractive elements with
rich content at the right time.
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FLIX AR
Want to bring your products to life?
Using our advanced Augmented
Reality, your shoppers can explore
the features that matter to them
just like they would in a
physical store.

Tap
Shoppers can access an Augmented Reality
experience by tapping a button on the
product detail page on retailer sites – no app
downloads necessary.

Place
By using the back camera of their mobile
device, shoppers can place your product
in their homes to understand product
size and context.

Explore
Your shoppers can then walk around
your products and take a look at details
that matter to them most like they
would in a physical store.

Take advantage of the largest Augmented Reality retailer network on the
planet with Flix AR.
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COMPARISON TABLES
Shoppers like to compare before they buy.
Quash moments of doubt by enabling shoppers
to compare products side by side this Black
Friday.

REVIEWS
89% of shoppers don't take action until they
have read reviews. Amplify the power of your
existing shopper reviews across your retail
ecommerce channel to drive your shoppers to
action across all 3 phases of Black Friday.

SHOP-IN-SHOPS
Want a custom brand shop on a retailer site?
Shop-in-shops capture attention at the
beginning of the discovery journey and enable
shoppers to explore your product range and
drive traffic to your PDPs.
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Flix A+
As you implement various strategies across your retail
ecommerce channel don't forget to upload your Amazon A+
content to entice Black Friday discount-hungry shoppers.
Seamless connection
Bolt on Flix A+ to manage your Amazon ASIN, MPN/EAN content repository
and take advantage of faster uploads.

Automated uploads
Let shoppers experience your influential brand voice, engage with stunning
product content and interact with 3D and Augmented Reality experiences.

Quick time to market
Every minute your Amazon modules remain empty costs you thousands in
revenue. Flix A+ automates your content uploads, ensuring the quickest time to
market.

Save time and effort when uploading your A+ content with Flix A+, which utilises
smart algorithms to automatically upload and optimise your stunning brand
content to Amazon A+ content specifications. Flix A+ is the smart uploader you
need this Black Friday.
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Conclusion
It’s time to think bigger about Black Friday and Cyber Monday.
Black Friday is only one day during a long holiday weekend where shoppers expect to
bag phenomenal deals. From comparison tables to reviews, to rich content made
available across your retail e-commerce channel, it’s important to consider your
approach and to have a content syndication marketing strategy for all phases of Black
Friday.
Do you have a countdown timer ticking away in anticipation for Black Friday to arrive?
If so, you’re definitely not the only one!
With a little preparation, you can put yourself in perfect alignment to gain some new
loyal shoppers this holiday season.
People are still shopping, looking for deals, and this year is expected to be no
different.
The only change is one that benefits you – consumers are leaning towards online
shopping now more than ever before. They’re bargain hunting and searching for deals
so if your content is available during the shopper journey, the chances are the sale is
yours.
All the odds are in your favour. If you play your cards right your holiday sales could be
more than you ever thought possible.
Make 2021 your best Black Friday yet, with a content syndication strategy made to
help your brand succeed.
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Let's talk
Take the first step to success this Black Friday by scheduling
a Demo with our content syndication specialists today!

Schedule a Demo

Email: letstalk@flixmedia.tv
Follow us on LinkedIn: /company/flixmedia/
Website: www.flixmedia.com

